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We introduce a novel diagnostic scheme for multipartite networks of entangled particles, aimed at assessing
the quality of the gates used for the engineering of their state. Using the information gathered from a set of suit-
ably chosen multiparticle Bell tests, we identify conditions bounding the quality of the entangled bonds among
the elements of a register. We demonstrate the effectiveness, flexibility, and diagnostic power of the proposed
methodology by characterizing a quantum resource engineered combining two-photon hyper-entanglement and
photonic-chip technology.

I. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Consider N observers each with the possibility to choose be-
tween two dichotomic observablesAj( ~n1) andAj( ~n2), deter-
mined by some local parameters denoted by ~n1 and ~n2, which
means that each local observer can choose indipendently two
arbitrary directions. The correlation function is then the aver-
age over many runs of the experiment:

E(k1, ..., kN ) = 〈
N∏
j=1

Aj(~nkj )〉 with kj = 1, 2

Note that in general it is true that:

∑
s1,...,sN=±1

S(s1, ..., sN )

N∏
j=1

[Aj(~n1) + sjAj(~n2)] = ±2N

where S(s1, ..., sN ) stands for an arbitrary function of the
summation indices s1, ..., sN ∈ {−1, 1}, such that its values
are only ±1. After averaging the expression over the runs of
the experiment, one obtains the following set of Bell inequal-
ities:

|
∑

s1,...,sN=±1

S(s1, ..., sN )
∑

k1,...,kN=1,2

sk1−1
1 ...s

kN−1
N E(k1, ..., kN )| ≤ 2N

(S1)

In our case the function S has been chosen to be:

S(s1, ..., sN ) =
√

2 cos[−π
4

+ (s1 + ...+ sN −N)
π

4
].
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With this choice of the function S, one recovers the MABK
inequalities [1] [2], as described in the main text.
Let us now derive the correlation function in the specific case
of N = 4, i.e. the expectation value of the tensor product of
four general rotations, over our state, the cluster state.
Let us firstly define the Pauli matrices:

σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
and

~σ = (σx, σy, σz).

A general vector in the Bloch sphere can be defined as:

~n(θ, φ) = (sin(θ) cos(φ), sin(θ) sin(φ), cos(θ)).

Our cluster state can be written as:

|Γlin〉 =
1

2
(|0010〉1234 + |0001〉1234 − |1110〉1234 + |1101〉1234) =

(S2)

=
1
√

2
(|φ−〉12|10〉34 + |φ+〉12|01〉34).

which can be written in the 16-dimensional Hilbert space as:

|Γlin〉 =
1

2
(0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1, 1, 0)

From the general form of S shown above, the correlator has
the following expression:

C(θα, φα, θβ , φβ , θγ , φγ , θδ, φδ) =

= 〈Γlin|[~n(θα, φα) · ~σ ⊗ ~n(θβ , φβ) · ~σ ⊗ ~n(θγ , φγ) · ~σ ⊗ ~n(θδ, φδ) · ~σ]|Γlin〉 =

= − cos(θα) cos(θβ) cos(θγ) cos(θδ)− sin(θα) sin(θβ) sin(θγ) sin(θδ)

sin(φα + φβ) sin(φγ + φδ)

(S3)
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The WWZB parameter is composed by sixteen correlators,
each for a two-setting, four-party configuration [1] [2].

WWZB = 4[C(θα1, φα1, θβ1, φβ1, θγ1, φγ1, θδ1, φδ1)+

+ C(θα1, φα1, θβ1, φβ1, θγ1, φγ1, θδ2, φδ2)+

+ C(θα1, φα1, θβ1, φβ1, θγ2, φγ2, θδ1, φδ1)+

− C(θα1, φα1, θβ1, φβ1, θγ2, φγ2, θδ2, φδ2)+

+ C(θα1, φα1, θβ2, φβ2, θγ1, φγ1, θδ1, φδ1)+

− C(θα1, φα1, θβ2, φβ2, θγ1, φγ1, θδ2, φδ2)+

− C(θα1, φα1, θβ2, φβ2, θγ2, φγ2, θδ1, φδ1)+

− C(θα1, φα1, θβ2, φβ2, θγ2, φγ2, θδ2, φδ2)+

+ C(θα2, φα2, θβ1, φβ1, θγ1, φγ1, θδ1, φδ1)+

− C(θα2, φα2, θβ1, φβ1, θγ1, φγ1, θδ2, φδ2)+

− C(θα2, φα2, θβ1, φβ1, θγ2, φγ2, θδ1, φδ1)+

− C(θα2, φα2, θβ1, φβ1, θγ2, φγ2, θδ2, φδ2)+

− C(θα2, φα2, θβ2, φβ2, θγ1, φγ1, θδ1, φδ1)+

− C(θα2, φα2, θβ2, φβ2, θγ1, φγ1, θδ2, φδ2)+

− C(θα2, φα2, θβ2, φβ2, θγ2, φγ2, θδ1, φδ1)+

+ C(θα2, φα2, θβ2, φβ2, θγ2, φγ2, θδ2, φδ2)].

(S4)

The bound imposed by local realistic theories is 24 = 16, then

|WWZB| < 16

is the inequality to beat. In order to get a violation, we find
the angles that maximize the value of WZZB:

θα1 =
π

2
, θα2 =

π

2
, θβ1 =

π

2
, θβ2 =

π

2
,

θγ1 =
π

2
, θγ2 =

π

2
, θδ1 =

π

2
, θδ2 =

π

2

φα1 =
5π

4
, φα2 =

3π

4
, φβ1 = 0, φβ2 = −

π

2
,

φγ1 = 0, φγ2 =
π

2
, φδ1 = 0, φδ2 =

π

2

(S5)

Notice that all the θ’s angles are π
2 . This means that the ob-

servables used in the WWZB inequality for the cluster state
are all off-diagonal:

rα1 = −J = −(σx + σy) =

(
0 − 1−i√

2

− 1+i√
2

0

)
,

rβ1 = X = σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

rγ1 = X = σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

rδ1 = X = σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

rα2 = −K = −(σx − σy) =

(
0 − 1+i√

2

− 1−i√
2

0

)
,

rβ2 = −Y = −σy =

(
0 i
−i 0

)
,

rγ2 = Y = σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
,

rδ2 = −Y = −σy =

(
0 i
−i 0

)
,

Each term in the WWZB parameter, with the angles chosen
before, contributes to the violation of the local realistic con-
straint by a certain amount, that we report in the table:

c1 = C(θα1, φα1, θβ1, φβ1, θγ1, φγ1, θδ1, φδ1)

c2 = C(θα1, φα1, θβ1, φβ1, θγ1, φγ1, θδ2, φδ2)

c3 = C(θα1, φα1, θβ1, φβ1, θγ2, φγ2, θδ1, φδ1)

c4 = C(θα1, φα1, θβ1, φβ1, θγ2, φγ2, θδ2, φδ2)

c5 = C(θα1, φα1, θβ2, φβ2, θγ1, φγ1, θδ1, φδ1)

c6 = C(θα1, φα1, θβ2, φβ2, θγ1, φγ1, θδ2, φδ2)

c7 = C(θα1, φα1, θβ2, φβ2, θγ2, φγ2, θδ1, φδ1)

c8 = C(θα1, φα1, θβ2, φβ2, θγ2, φγ2, θδ2, φδ2)

c9 = C(θα2, φα2, θβ1, φβ1, θγ1, φγ1, θδ1, φδ1)

c10 = C(θα2, φα2, θβ1, φβ1, θγ1, φγ1, θδ2, φδ2)

c11 = C(θα2, φα2, θβ1, φβ1, θγ2, φγ2, θδ1, φδ1)

c12 = C(θα2, φα2, θβ1, φβ1, θγ2, φγ2, θδ2, φδ2)

c13 = C(θα2, φα2, θβ2, φβ2, θγ1, φγ1, θδ1, φδ1)

c14 = C(θα2, φα2, θβ2, φβ2, θγ1, φγ1, θδ2, φδ2)

c15 = C(θα2, φα2, θβ2, φβ2, θγ2, φγ2, θδ1, φδ1)

c16 = C(θα2, φα2, θβ2, φβ2, θγ2, φγ2, θδ2, φδ2)

cteo cteo
c1 0 c9 0
c2 0.71 c10 -0.71
c3 0.71 c11 -0.71
c4 0 c12 0
c5 0 c13 0
c6 -0.71 c14 -0.71
c7 -0.71 c15 -0.71
c8 0 c16 0

Therefore, in order to obtain all the sixteen correlators given
above, we want to measure the following 4-qubit operators:

Correlators Operation
c1 −JXXX
c2 JXXY
c3 −JXY X
c4 JXY Y
c5 JY XX
c6 −JY XY
c7 JY Y X
c8 −JY Y Y
c9 −KXXX
c10 KXXY
c11 −KXYX
c12 KXY Y
c13 KYXX
c14 −KYXY
c15 KY Y X
c16 −KY Y Y

Each observable for the single qubit is in the form:

(
0 eiφ

e−iφ 0

)
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with a suitable choice of the phase. Therefore its measurement
amounts to projecting its eigenvectors:

(−eiφ, 1) and (eiφ, 1).

For instance, φ = π
4 , the eigenvectors of J are:

~q = (
1− i√

2
, 1) and ~q1 = (−1− i√

2
, 1)

with eigenvalues (1,−1).
To perform a projection on these eigenvectors we need to find
the unitary transformation that rotates the computational basis
into the rotated basis of these eigenvectors, and then invert
it. This operation can be implemented by a combination of a
HWP and a QWP:

U = HWP (
π

8
+
φ

4
)QWP (

φ

2
).

The inverse is then easily derived by noting that, if we use
φ = π

4 :

HWP (
π

16
)QWP (

π

4
)~q = (1, 0)

HWP (
π

16
+
π

4
)QWP (

π

4
)~q1 = (1, 0)

In this way we can perform the projection on the rotated basis
of the eigenvectors of J and K, while for X and Y we can use
the standard thomographic settings. For the observables in
the path degree of freedom we adopt a scheme consisting of
a glass phase retarder and a beamsplitter, allowing to measure
all observables in the form we need.

II. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION

A. The experimental setup

The experimental setup consists of an hyperentanglement
(HE) photon state source, a manipulation stage (integrated
photonic circuit) and a detection apparatus.
In this work we use both path and polarization degrees of free-
dom to build a 2-photon 4-qubit linear cluster state from an
hyperentangled photon state source. This source generates
two photons, entangled both in path and polarization degrees
of freedom:

|ΩHE〉 =
1√
2

(|HAHB〉+ |VAVB〉)⊗
1√
2

(|rA`B〉+ |`ArB〉)

(S6)
where A and B label the two photons, rA, `A, rB , `B label the
path modes and H, V label the two possible polarizations for

each photon. Each of the four spatial modes can be manipu-
lated indipendently by custom-made half mirrors, half lenses
and a single mode fiber array, with four GRIN lenses at the
input side. The output side of the fiber array is coupled to a
glass chip, manufactured with the femtosecond laser writing
tecnique: it consists of two directional couplers, mainly two
beam splitters (BSs). rA and `A are coupled on the first BS,
while rB and `B on the second. This integrated quantum cir-
cuit preserves polarization and, when thermically insulated,
grants phase stability thus allowing to perform arbitrary basic
operations on path-encoded qubits, without compromising the
polarization encoding.
Besides, polarization compensation has been performed indi-
vidually for each of the four modes with a set of two QWPs
and a HWP, by which it is possible to compensate any arbi-
trary rotation of the polarization due to fibers and chip. The
output of the chip is collected by a 10x objective and then
coupled to the detectors through multi mode fibers, in order to
measure coincidences between the output modes r′A and `′B
(two of the outputs of the two BSs inside the chip). To ensure
the photon indistinguishability two interference filters centred
at 710 nm select a 5 nm bandwidth. Passing through a set of
HWP, QWP and PBSs the photons are analyzed in polariza-
tion. In this way we are able to characterize the HE state by
performing a complete two-qubit tomography on each of the
couples |`ArB〉 and |rA`B〉. The states obtained are reported
in Fig.S1 and they present the values of fidelity and concur-
rence reported in the table II A.

Figure S1. Examples of density matrices obtained with θ = 0: tomo-
graphies of |`ArB〉 and |rA`B〉 respectively (on the left side the real
part, on the right side the imaginary part). As expected, they both
show |φ+〉 behaviour.

State Fidelity Concurrence
|φ+〉rB`A 0.90± 0.04 0.81
|φ+〉rA`B 0.87± 0.04 0.75

Table S1. Values of fidelities and concurrencies observed in charac-
terising the HE state.
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B. Building the cluster state

Starting from the HE state, we engineered the four-qubit lin-
ear cluster state, encoded in path and polarization degrees of
freedom, as shown above in Eq.S2 :

|Γlin〉 =
1

2
(|0010〉1234 + |0001〉1234 − |1110〉1234 + |1101〉1234) =

=
1

2
(|HAHBrA`B〉+ |HAHB`ArB〉 − |VAVBrA`B〉+ |VAVB`ArB〉) =

=
1
√

2
(|φ+〉|`ArB〉+ |φ−〉|rA`B〉).

(S7)

The desired cluster state can be obtained from the hyperentan-
gled state by placing a zero-order HWP at zero degrees on
mode `B , which performs the transformation: |H〉 → |H〉
and |V 〉 → −|V 〉. We verify that the HWP implements the
correct transformation by performing polarization tomogra-
phy on each of the couples |`ArB〉 and |rA`B〉. The results
are reported in Fig.S2, along with the values of the fidelities
and concurrences shown in Table II B.

Figure S2. Examples of density matrices obtained: tomographies of
|`ArB〉 and |rA`B〉 respectively (on the left side the real part, on the
right side the imaginary part). As expected, they show |φ+〉 and |φ−〉
behaviours respectively.

State Fidelity Concurrence
|φ+〉 0.90± 0.04 0.81
|φ−〉 0.81± 0.04 0.70

Table S2. Values of fidelities and concurrencies observed in charac-
terising the linear cluster state.

C. The WWZB parameter

As we mentioned above, operations on polarization-encoded
qubits can be easily performed by rotating the analysis wave-
plates, while the two beamsplitters inside the chip and the tilt-

ing of two additional phase shifters (one for photon A and one
for photon B) perform transformations on path.
In this way we can calculate the value for each of the sixteen
correlators:

cteo cexp
c1 0 −0.09± 0.01
c2 0.71 0.40± 0.02
c3 0.71 0.46± 0.02
c4 0 0.04± 0.02
c5 0 0.19± 0.01
c6 -0.71 −0.66± 0.01
c7 -0.71 −0.66± 0.01
c8 0 0.01± 0.01
c9 0 0.12± 0.01
c10 -0.71 −0.74± 0.01
c11 -0.71 −0.74± 0.01
c12 0 −0.002± 0.015
c13 0 0.16± 0.01
c14 -0.71 −0.49± 0.01
c15 -0.71 −0.48± 0.02
c16 0 −0.02± 0.02

Which, summed as in Eq. S4, give the WWZB parameter:

WWZB = 18.53± 0.23

where the error has been calculated by propagating the errors
of the coincidences counts, assuming them to be Poissonian
distributed. The value obtained is 11 standard deviations away
from the bound of local realistic theories.
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III. NON LOCALITY BASED ASSESSMENTS OF
MULTIPARTITE QUANTUM RESOURCES

In this section we demonstrate that it is possible to infer the
quality of the cluster resource by considerations on its nonlo-
cality.
Given a four-qubit linear cluster state it is always possible to
measure a σx operator on one of the four qubits, projecting
its state on one of his eigenvalues ( |+〉 or |−〉). The resulting
three-qubit state is again a cluster state, which violates a
general Mermin inequality (i.e. a WWZB parameter) that
involves now three qubits instead of four. This three-qubit
state is generally different depending on which of the four
qubits has been crossed out by the measurement, implying
that the measures that characterize the WWZB parameters
to calculate can be different. In this way it is possible to
study non locality properties of different groupings of the
qubits: 1-2-3, 1-2-4, 1-3-4, 2-3-4, having used always the
same convention for the order of the qubits (πA, πB , kA, kB),
that means the first two are polarization encoded and the last
two path encoded.

This process can be iterated performing a second measure-
ment on one of the three qubits remained. In this case we
obtain a two-qubit entangled state, that can be tested with a
two-qubit Mermin inequality that reduces to a simple Bell test.
The state is decided by the eigenstates considered in measur-
ing the two crossed out qubits. Given the violations of all
Mermin inequalities for all the eleven possible four-, three-
and two-qubit subgroupings, we will show that it is possible
to quantify the quality of the entangelment that characterizes
our resource.

A. Three-qubit groupings

Consider the case of measuring a σx operator on the third
qubit (first path encoded) and post-select the state of the re-
maining 1-2-4 qubits on projecting onto the |+〉3 eigenstate:

|ψ〉124 =
1

2
(|000〉124 + |001〉124 + |110〉124 − |111〉124) =

=
1√
2

(|00+〉124 + |11−〉124).

(S8)

With such a state we can construct a three-qubit Mermin in-
equality, as it has been done in the four-qubit case. The
WWZB parameter is now composed by four correlators, each
for a two-setting, three-party configuration.

WWZB3 =

= 4{−C(θα1, φα1, θβ1, φβ1, θγ1, φγ1) + C(θα1, φα1, θβ2, φβ2, θγ2, φγ2)+

+ C(θα2, φα2, θβ1, φβ1, θγ2, φγ2) + C(θα2, φα2, θβ2, φβ2, θγ1, φγ1}.
(S9)

The bound imposed by local realistic theories is 23 = 8, then

|WWZB3| < 8

is the inequality to beat. To construct the WWZB3 parameter,
we have to find the angles that maximize its value, which in
this case can attain the value of 16. However, we can exploit
the same measurement of J and K performed in the four-qubit
case at the cost cost of reaching a maximum violation of 11.31
instead of 16. The angles that allow this violation are:

θα1 =
3π

2
, θα2 =

π

2
, θβ1 =

π

2
, θβ2 = −

π

2
,

θγ1 =
π

2
, θγ2 =

3π

2
, φα1 =

π

4
, φα2 =

7π

4
,

φβ1 = 0, φβ2 =
π

2
, φγ1 =

π

2
, φγ2 =

π

2

(S10)

This means that the observables used in the WWZB3 inequal-
ity for the GHZ state are:

rα1 = −J = −(σx + σy) =

(
0 − 1−i√

2

− 1+i√
2

0

)

rβ1 = X = σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
rγ1 = Y = σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)

rα2 = K = (σx − σy) =

(
0 1+i√

2
1−i√

2
0

)

rβ2 = −Y = −σy =

(
0 i
−i 0

)
rγ2 = −Y = −σy =

(
0 i
−i 0

)
.

Each term in the WWZB parameter, with the angles chosen
before, is a 3-qubit observable and contributes to the violation
of the local realistic constraint according to the values:

c1 = C(θα1, φα1, θβ1, φβ1, θγ1, φγ1)

c2 = C(θα1, φα1, θβ2, φβ2, θγ2, φγ2)

c3 = C(θα2, φα2, θβ1, φβ1, θγ2, φγ2)

c4 = C(θα2, φα2, θβ2, φβ2, θγ1, φγ1)

Correlators Operation cteo
c1 -JXY -0.70
c2 -JYY 0.70
c3 -KXY 0.70
c4 -KYY 0.70

We have measured the values for each corrrelator as we did
for the four-qubit case:

cteo cexp
c1 -0.70 −0.44± 0.02
c2 0.70 0.66± 0.02
c3 0.70 0.72± 0.02
c4 0.70 0.51± 0.02
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Which give the WWZB124 parameter:

WWZB124 = 9.32± 0.19

where the error has been calculated by propagating the errors
of the coincidences counts, assuming them to be Poissonian
distributed. The value obtained is 7 standard deviations away
from the bound of local realistic theories.

This procedure can be easily repeated for all the possible
groupings of three qubits out of four, crossing out one qubit at
a time, projecting it on a σx eigenvalue. It must be underlined
that each of the resulting three-qubit GHZ state can always be
reduced in the |ψ〉124 form as in Eq.S8 by operating a simple
one qubit rotation. All the results, reported in the main text,
are inconsistent with the expectation of local realistic theories.

B. Two-qubit groupings

The strategy shown in the previous section can be iterated
performing a projection on two qubits instead of only one,
obtaining a two-qubit entangled state. This can be tested with
a Mermin inequality that reduces to a simple Bell test, for all
the six possible two-qubit groupings out of four: 1-2, 1-3, 1-4,
2-3, 2-4, 3-4. Generally the kind of state in which the system
collapses depends on the eigenstates considered in measuring
the σx operator on the two crossed out qubits. Besides we
can always rotate the final state with a single-qubit operation,
being able to use the same measures taken in the four-qubit
case to maximise the violation also in a two-qubit system.

If we measure the σx operator on the second and third qubit
(first path encoded) and consider the projection on |+〉2 and
|+〉3 eigenstates, the state of the remaining 1-4 qubits is there-
fore:

|ψ〉14 =
1

2
(|00〉14+|01〉14+|10〉14−|11〉14) =

1
√

2
(|0+〉14+|1−〉14).

(S11)

With this kind of state we can build a two-qubit Mermin in-
equality as it has been done in the four- and three-qubit case.
The WWZB2 parameter is now composed by four correla-
tors, each for a two-setting, two-party configuration, as in the
Bell inequality:

WWZB2 =

= 2{−C(θα1, φα1, θβ1, φβ1) + C(θα1, φα1, θβ2, φβ2)+

+ C(θα2, φα2, θβ1, φβ1) + C(θα2, φα2, θβ2, φβ2)}.
(S12)

The bound imposed by local realistic theories is 22 = 4, then

|WWZB2| < 4

is the inequality to beat. We proceed as above to find the an-
gles that maximize its value, in this case 4

√
2. The angles that

allow this violation are:

θα1 =
π

2
, θα2 =

3π

2
, θβ1 =

π

2
, θβ2 =

π

2
,

φα1 =
π

4
, φα2 =

3π

4
, φβ1 =

π

2
, φβ2 = 0.

(S13)

This means that the observables used in the WWZB2 inequal-
ity are:

rα1 = J =

(
0 1−i√

2
1+i√

2
0

)
, rβ1 = Y =

(
0 −i
i 0

)

rα2 = K =

(
0 1+i√

2
1−i√

2
0

)
, rβ2 = X =

(
0 1
1 0

)

Each term in the WWZB parameter, with the angles chosen
before, is a two-qubit observable and contributes to the viola-
tion by these amounts:

Correlators Operation cteo
c1 JY -0.70
c2 JX 0.70
c3 KY 0.70
c4 KX 0.70

We can now compare the results with the predictions, as we
did for the four and three-qubit case:

cteo cexp
c1 -0.70 −0.39± 0.02
c2 0.70 0.49± 0.02
c3 0.70 0.77± 0.02
c4 0.70 0.63± 0.02

Which give the WWZB14 parameter:

WWZB14 = 4.55± 0.13

The value obtained is 4 standard deviations away from the
bound of local realistic theories.

We have followed the same procedure for the remaining cases
of two-qubit subgroupings. The results are summarised in the
main text.

C. Assessment of correlations quality

Given the violations of all the Mermin inequalities for all
the eleven possible four-, three- and two-qubit subgroupings,
we can reconstruct the strength of the corelations between
the cluster components, i.e. the quality of the entangelment
shared among the four qubits. This can be done by comparing
the results of the WWZB parameters obtained, with the ones
of a theoretical specular resource corrupted by noise.
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1. Noisy entangling gates

As shown in [5] and [4], a for-qubit linear cluster state can be
obtained applying a chain of three C-phase gates on an initial
| + + + +〉1234 state. If it is prepared in states |0000〉1234
or |1111〉1234, no entanglement will build up. The three C-
phase gates actually build the entanglement links between the
cluster’s qubits, according to the scheme in Fig. S3:

Figure S3. Building of entanglement on an initial separable
| + + + +〉1234 state. A linear cluster state can be easily obtained
by enchaining three C-phase gates on the four initial qubits: C-
PHASE1,2, C-PHASE2,3, C-PHASE3,4.

The application of a chain of the three operators on the pre-
pared state produces the following linear cluster state:

|Γ4〉 =
1

2
(|0000〉1234+|0011〉1234+|1100〉1234+|1111〉1234),

(S14)
that can be reduced to our linear cluster state by simply apply-
ing the unitary rotation:

U = (σxH ⊗−σx ⊗ σx ⊗ σzH).

To account for imperfections, we apply to the initial state a
probabilistic C-phase gates, i.e. gates that acts with a prob-
ability p as a C-phase and fail completely with a probability
(1 − p). We can write the effect of these gates as a Kraus
maps:

M12(ρ̂) = p1 (Ô12 ρ̂ Ô
†
12) + (1− p1)ρ̂

M23(ρ̂) = p2 (Ô23 ρ̂ Ô
†
23) + (1− p2)ρ̂

M34(ρ̂) = p3 (Ô34 ρ̂ Ô
†
34) + (1− p3)ρ̂

When these three three maps act on the initial
ρ̂in = | + + + +〉12341234〈+ + + + | state in a chain, we obtain
the state:

ρ̂fin(p1, p2, p3) = M34(M23(M12(ρ̂in))).

In this way, after applying the unitary U , we have expressed
the linear cluster state, Eq. S2, as a function of the probabili-
ties that describe the action of the probabilistc C-phase gates.
From the analitic expression of the state we can calculate the
expected values of the WWZB parameters.



WWZB1234 = 16
√

2 p1 p3;

WWZB124 = 8
√

2 p1 p2 p3;

WWZB123 = 4[
√

2 p1 (1− 2 p2)(1− 2 p3)−
√

2(p1 − 2 p1 p3)];

WWZB134 = 4 [ p1 p3√
2

+ p1 p3(2 p2 − 1) +
p1p3(2p2−1)√

2
− p3(−4 + 3p1

+4p2 − 4p1p2)];

WWZB234 = 4 [p3(1 + 1√
2

) + p3(2p2 − 1) +
p3(2p2−1)√

2
];

WWZB14 = 4
√

2 p1[1− p3 + p2(2p3 − 1)];

WWZB13 = 4
√

2 p1 p2 p3;

WWZB23 = 4
√

2 p2 p3;

WWZB24 = 4
√

2 [1− p3 + p2(2p3 − 1)];

WWZB12 = 4
√

2 p1;

WWZB34 = 4
√

2 p1p3(2p2 − 1);

Now we can find the values of p1, p2, p3 that reproduce the
WWZBs obtained in the experiment, by a maximum likeli-
hood fitting:

p∗1 = 0.975± 0.024 p∗2 = 0.992± 0.010 p∗3 = 0.842± 0.022,

having imposed as constraints that each of the WWZB param-
eters is Gaussianian distributed assuming its error as standard
deviation.

2. Dephasing channel

An analogus method of evaluating the quality of the cluster
resource is comparing it with a resource damaged by a
dephasing channel acting on each component of the system.
This is an alternative perspective that focalizes on the resource
from the point of view of the single qubits quality rather than
the quality of a two-qubit link.

The dephasing channel is a Kraus ap that acts as follows:

ρ̂ → ρ̂′ = ε(ρ̂) =

3∑
k=1

Ekρ̂E
†
k (S15)

where the Kraus operators Ek are:

E1 =
√
p

(
1 0
0 1

)
=
√
p Î

E2 =
√

1− p
(

1 0
0 0

)
=
√

1− p|0〉〈0|

E3 =
√

1− p
(

0 0
0 1

)
=
√

1− p|1〉〈1|,

so that the dephased state is:

ρ̂′ = p ρ̂+(1−p)(ρ̂00 + ρ̂11) = p ρ̂+(1−p)diag(ρ̂). (S16)
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If p=1 the state is left unchanged. If p=0, only the diagonal
terms of the density matrix ρ̂ survive, i.e. the state is com-
pletely mixed, having lost all the correlation terms.

In our case the overall Kraus map, acting on each of the com-
ponents of cluster state, is the Kronecker product of four de-
phasing channels as in S15:

εtot(ρ̂cluster) = ε1(p1)⊗ ε2(p2)⊗ ε3(p3)⊗ ε4(p4),

where εi(pi) represents the ith dephasing channel acting on
the ith qubit. This overall map is still a Kraus Map, com-
posed by 34 = 81 Kraus operators (the product of the sum
over three Kraus operators each qubit). Applying this overall
map we can therefore obtain the dephased cluster state as a
funcion of (p1, p2, p3, p4) (i.e. the non-dephasing probabili-
ties for each qubit). Proceeding in an analogus way as in the
case of noisy gate, we can determine the degree of dephasing
characterizing our resource. Again we can calculate all the
eleven WWZB parameters, now functions of (p1, p2, p3, p4),
using exactly the same procedure described in the previous
section, that means operating the same measures to build the
same correlators.

WWZB1234 = 16
√

2 p1 p2 p3 p4;

WWZB124 = 8
√

2 p1 p2 p3 p4;

WWZB123 = 8
√

2 p1 p2 p3 p4;

WWZB134 = 4 (2p3 p4 +
√

2 p1 p2 p3 p4);

WWZB234 = 4 (2p3 p4 +
√

2 p1 p2 p3 p4);

WWZB14 = 2
√

2 p1p2 [1 + p3 p4];

WWZB13 = 2
√

2 p1p2 [1 + p3 p4];

WWZB23 = 2
√

2 p1p2 [1 + p3 p4];

WWZB24 = 2
√

2 p1p2 [1 + p3 p4];

WWZB12 = 4
√

2 p1 p2;

WWZB34 = 4
√

2 p3p4;

Note that, applying the overall map on the original
undisturbed density matrix of the cluster state, with
(p1, p2, p3, p4) = (1, 1, 1, 0) we kill not only the corre-
lations between the 4th qubit and the others, but also the
correlations of the 3rd and the others. In other words we
are damaging the correlations between the two couples
1st − 2nd and 3rd − 4th as we could have done by im-
posing (p1, p2, p3, p4) = (1, 1, 0, 1) or (1, 1, 0, 0). The
same can be observed damaging the qubit 1st and 2nd.
The loss of all correlations can be therefore observed
when at least three qubits are ruined with a pi = 0:
(1, 0, 0, 0) , (0, 1, 0, 0) , (0, 0, 1, 0) , (0, 0, 0, 1) or (0, 0, 0, 0).
This symmetry can be explained by the fact that the en-
tangling gate that actually builds the cluster state, starting
from a HE state, is a C-phase: this relies intrinsically on
the action of a phase that, if destroyed, destroys the nature
of the cluster itself. It is worth noting that some WWZBs
have the same analitic expression. For example WWZB124

and WWZB123 or WWZB14, WWZB13, WWZB24

and WWZB23. Furthermore it must be highlighted that
the couple p1 and p2 and the couple p3 and p4 can never
be determined singularly, because they always occur as a
product. These two characteristics seem reasonable since the

symmetries of the channel combined with the ones of the
state discussed above.

We can find the values of p1, p2, p3, p4 that reproduce the
WWZBs obtained. The strategy is exactly the same as in the
previous case: finding (p∗1, p

∗
2, p
∗
3, p
∗
4) that minimize the dif-

ference between each of the WWZBs espressed above and the
corresponding WWZB experimentally obtained. The results
are:

p∗1 = 0.954± 0.038 p∗2 = 0.957± 0.038

p∗3 = 0.949± 0.045 p∗4 = 0.940± 0.045.

having imposed as constraints that each of the WWZB param-
eters is Gaussianian distributed assuming its error as standard
deviation.
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